A school year like no other means new challenges for balancing work, parenting, and even schoolwork. If you’re scrambling to find the right education supports to meet your family’s needs, look to your Bright Horizons® benefits for a variety of high-quality options for children ages 5-18 years old, including:

- Search tools to find caregivers who can manage small group learning pods through Sittercity
- Broad online tutoring and academic enrichment programs through Varsity Tutors (20% discount on most programs, including tutoring and small group classes)
- Premium academic and test prep for all ages through Revolution Prep (20% off hourly tutoring rates, 33% off interactive math adventure program)
- Award-winning digital learning for preschoolers through MarcoPolo Learning, including STEAM and literacy curriculum (65% off annual app subscriptions)

Find Support Now

Visit https://clients.brighthorizons.com/notredame
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